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United Nations prepares
to welcome Red Chinese
UNITED NATIONS, NY. (API - The
United Nations made ready yesterday to
welcome Red China and to fly its red flag
with five yellow stars from the Chinese
flagstaff
With the ouster of Nationalist China,
the Chinese seat remained vacant for the
moment.
Reports circulate in UN corridors
that representatives from Red China
would arrive soon, perhaps headed by
Premier Chou En-lai. A similar report
came from the Peking correspondent of
the Tokyo newspaper Asahi Shimbun.
Seven days of China debate were
climaxed by Monday night's General
Assembly decision to expel the Chinese
Nationalists and seat Peking.

*• by Ann Hofbauor

Country
road

"Take to the highway won't you land mo your namo,
your way and my way team to bo ono in the tamo . . .
walking down a country road." Jamat Taylor

THE CHINESE Nationalists walked
out before the vote and President Chiang
Kai-shek on his island fortress of Taiwan
voiced his defiance.
In an address to the nation. Chiang
called the decision to oust his regime
"infamous'' and declared: ' 'The destiny
of our nation is not in the hands of the
United Nations. It is squarely in our own
hands "
A UN. spokesman said no response
had been received so far to Secretary
General U Thant's message notifying the
Peking government of the assembly's
action.
IV said, however, that preparations
for a Chinese Communist delegation are
under way. including an order for a flag
to fly along with those of the other 130
U.N members in front of UN.
headquarters.

Faculty group to vote
on collective bargaining
The Ohio Conference of the American
Association of University Professors
<AAUP> plans to vote Saturday on a
resolution that could pave the way to
faculty unionization here
The conference will consider a motion
to endorse "the principle of collective
bargaining for its member chapters "
The resolution also urges the state
group to encourage each of its chapters
"to establish collective bargaining
procedures to safeguard academic
freedom and the tenure system, and to
achieve effective faculty participation in
academic governance and the
determination of appropriate terms and
conditions of professional employment,
including compensation

FACULTY SALARIES here are
presently determined according to
provisions in the Faculty Charter.
Committee N of the Ohio Conference
stales in this resolution it is seeking such
action because "serious breaches of
academic freedom have been occuring
with alarming frequency and
the
principle of academic freedom itself has
been threatened at some institutions."
The committeee also cited recent
attacks on the principle of tenure and
threats against the economic status of
faculty due to "prolonged severe
inflation and the competing demands of
other constituencies for limited
resources."
In addition it charged that meaningful

School of Art hosts
Association meeting
The University School of Art will host
the 35th annual meeting of the MidAmerican College Art Association on
Oct. 27-30. Studio arts, art history and
the environment will be among the topics
discussed
Art schools from 24 states comprises
the association. More than 600 artists
and educators are expected to attend the
meeting according to conference
chairman. Otto G Ocvirk. professor of
art.
Opening sessions will be Wednesday
and Thursday. Oct. 27.28. at the Toledo
Art Museum and Commodore Perry
Motor Inn. Toledo. On Friday and
Saturday. Oct. 29. 30. the meetings will
be held here on campus.
Experimental films, commercial
displays, demonstrations of printmaking
and sculpture presentations are among
the large variety of fine arts to be
covered in conference sessions
Frank Getlein, art critic for the
Washington Star, will give the keynote
address Thursday morning During the
afternoon session those attending will
have an opportunity to tour the Toledo
Art Museum and sit in on a number of
symposiums and discussions led by
outstanding professionals in the field of
art.
Among the noted guest speakers to
appear on campus Oct. 29 are Alan Fern

assistant chief of the prints and
photographs division of the Library of
Congress. Washington He will speak on
"The Expanding Limits of the Print."
"Photography Now" will be the topic
of Peter Bunnell. curator of photography
at the Musueum of Modern Art. New
York City.
In addition to guest speakers,
participants will have an opportunity to
view demonstrations and exhibitions at
the University.
The final day of the conference will be
devoted to an analysis of the artist in
relation to the environment. David
Hosteller, sculptor and originator of the
"Art Park" in Athens. Ohio. Charles
Clement, artist and authority on art in
the school environment, and Paolo
Soleri, internationally known architect,
will appear individually and as a panel to
discuss the environment.
A limited number of public tickets to
the environment session which will be
held in the Grand Ballroom of the
University Union, are available at the
University Union Ticket Office. Tickets.
$1 for students and $2 for adults, will be
on sale Oct. 23-28.
Other events, including guest
speakers, discussions, demonstrations
and exhibitions are open to association
members. only.

faculty participation in university
governance has not yet been realized
Dr. Maurice Mandell. president of the
AAUP chapter here, said he will either
abstain from voting Saturday or move
that voting be delayed.
"THERE HAS not been enough time
for individual chapters to meet and
consider this," he explained.
The Bowling Green chapter did not
receive notification of the resoh'tion
until last Thursday Chapter members
will not be able to meet until Nov. 3, four
days after the state organization is
expected to vote on the resolution.
Dr. Mandell said he assumed the state
group would only need a simple majority
vote to pass the resolution. Each shapter
will have one vote.
If the Ohio conference does approve
the motion, he said it would still be up <o
the individual chapters to determine
whether or not they want collective
bargaining procedures established on
their campuses.
L'e said the faculty would need some
"expert counseling" before proceeding
on such a course.
A vote of the entire faculty, including
AAUP members and non-memberi,
would be required to "unionize" the
faculty, he said.
"AGREEMENT WOULD also have to
come from this Board of Trustees," Dr.
Mandell said. "And because this is a
state institution, it may have to go
beyond this, to the state legislature or
the governor, certainly to Board of
Regents."
Faculties at several other school*
across the nation-including Rutgers,
City University of New York.Long Island
University and the University of
Wisconsin-have already established
collective bargaining procedures.
Although some states prohibit
unionization of teachers, Dr. Mandell
said he thought it would be permitted
here.
l'e said he was not surprised by the
state organization's move to establish
collective bargaining procedures in Ohio.
Dr. Stanley Coffman, provost, even
mentioned the subject in an address to
faculty at the beginning of the quarter.
"I would urge the faculty, either
through the Senate or AAUP, to study
seriously and soon the advantages
disadvantages of collective bargaining,"
Dr. Coffman said.

U.S. Ambassador George Bush,
although deeply disappointed by the
expulsion of the Nationalist delegation,
called on Thant and assured him of
continued U.S. cooperation.
A U.S. spokesman, in disclosing Bush s
assurances, did not mention moves in
Washington to cut U.S. financial
contributions to the United Nations But
this was a topic of wide-spread comment
at the United Nations.
A British spokesman said
"The financial predicament of the
organization is grave indeed, and we
certainly hope that the circumstances of
changes in representation of members
should not include a major worsening of
the financial situation "
The United Nations already is
prepared to take a huge loss through the

expulsion of the Chinese Nationalists
because of umpaid deficits in that
government's assessments
The Taiwan government, according to
a U.N spokesman, owes $11 9 million for
past years. $6 2 million for the current
year, and an additional $12.2 million for
unpaid assessments on the peace keeping
operations in the Middle East and the
Congo
Tuesday's wind-up session of the
assembly on China consisted of
explanations of votes by members who
deferred their remarks because of the
late hour of Monday night's balloting
U.S. SPOKESMAN Nicholas King said
the American defeat was due largely to
last-minute defections of countries thai
had committed themselves to support
the US plan for "dual representation"
with both Peking and Taiwan in the

United Nations
The decision to expel Taiwan will be
respected by the United States,
Secretary of State William P Rogers
said yesterday but the Nixon
administration regards it as "a most
unfortunate precedent "
And some
Congress members demanded
retaliation
"This administration deeply regrets
the expulsion of the Republic of China
and thinks the precedent is a most
unfortunate one and will have adverse
effects in the future." Rogers said
Angry Senate and House conservatives
urged a cut in U.S. contributions to the
I'nited Nations and some members
demanded even more drastic action.
Others called for continued support of
the United Nations as the only hope for
world peace

Aussies combine systems

Model' schools sought
Editor's note: The following Is the
coacludlag part of a two-slory report on
President Hollli A. Moore Jr.'i study
this tummrr of universities in Australia
and New Zealand.
By Gale Bogle
Staff Reporter
According to some of their own
administrators. Australian universities
seek to provide an organizational model
for the world, growing out of British
tradition and the American system.
"They believe Australia avoids some
of the rigidity of the British system and
avoids the excesses of the U.S.."
President Hollis A. Moore Jr. said.
"To the Australian, the United States
universities have dissipated the
traditional role of the university and
have sacrificed standards." Dr Moore
said. "They believe American schools
have taken on responsibility for solving
problems of society and have engaged in
a ruinous competition for status through
expanded graduate programs and large
enrollments."
Dr. Moore said he would find it easy to
write off these ideas as the differences
between the U. S. dedication to
democracy and the more elite system of
another country.
"HOWEVER. IN AUSTRALIA and
New Zealand. Europearl elitism does
not really seem to fit in the overall social
pattern. There is still some genuine
frontier feeling and Populist style
democracy, at least in their own special
terms," he said.
Dr. Moore said he spoke with vice

chancellors, who are his counterparts in
Australian universities to discover how
they handle their problems and how they
view their jobs
In terms of government Dr. Moore
said Australian universities have many
more committees than he would consider
workable for any American university.
"The universities in Australia have
some group that is the lop decisonmaking body of the institution. It isn't
really comparable to our Board of
Trustees, but it has great power," he
said.
He explained this group is a larger
body than our typical state board and has
very heavy faculty membership
Occasionally student membership is also
enlisted.
THERE ARE REPRESENTATIVES
from the government, from the general
lay public and from what they call "the
convocation "-some of their recent
graduates.
This is a very important body,
according to Dr. Moore, and
considerable amount of policy decisions
come from it.
"This council really is the governing
body. It approves rules. It does not
initiate academic policy, but it passes on
all academic policy," he said
Dr. Moore said newer Australian
universities have added staff
representatives to their councils in
larger proportion than the older
universities have in ths past
The academic board also contains
some non-academic staff and includes
all department heads. Decisions are
reached by committees and not by
administrators, Dr. Moore added

"There is not much opportunity for
decisive administrative action, and it is
pretty clear thai change can be stifledwhile one waits for the committees to
ballot on a particular matter." Dr.
Moore said.
"ONE COULD THEORIZE, then, that
Australian universities assume wisdom
rests in the committee-type structure,
explained Dr. Moore.
"They feel decisions are best when a
large number of people act on the
matter, and also that administrators
really cannot always be trusted to
perform in the best interests of ths
institution." Dr. Moore said.
In projections for the future,
Australians are preparing for an
increase of approximately 25,000
students by 1976 The percentages of
students have remained the same since
the 1960s however, according to Dr.
Moore.
"I expect the universities of Australia
to remain traditional elitist institutionselitist in terms of academics, not in
terms of wealth of the student" Dr.
Moore said
He also expects the Colleges of
Advanced Education, which is a new
system, to be the fastest growing
institution in the next few years.
Dr. Moore said people he talked to
pointed out that going to school seems to
be especially an American voaction.In
Australia there are simply other things,
such as taking part in outdoor
recreation, that most of the people would
rather do with their time.
He said one administrator at the
University of Sydney told him. "Going to
school is a lifelong hobby in the U.S. . .it
will never be so here."

:HARLESTON.SC.

This roprosonts a viewpoint somewhat different than thai of the majority of
participants in tho weekend's activities at the nation's capital.

I J/Th. M N.W., O.!^. 17, 1*71

plnloi

court choices
After President Nixon announced his choices for the two vacant
positions in the Supreme Court, he said he realized that although
the two men were conservative politically, this does not mean
they are conservative judicially.
Should the Senate approve the nominations of Lewis Powell and
William Rehnquist. Nixon's dream of an all-conservative court
may finally come true. Combining the two nominees with Chief
Justice Warren Burger and Justice Harry Blackmun, the
Supreme Court could definitely strengthen its right-wing fortress.
After Nixon's first major error of nominating G.Harrold
('.11 swell and Clement Haynsworth to the court, how can one rely
on the "goodwill and intent" of the President to fill the vacant
positions with the two "second best" choices for the Supreme
Court?
Rehnquist is considered to be an advocate for government wiretapping and army spying. As head of the Office of Legal Counsel,
he was instrumental in the arrest procedures of last spring's May
Day demonstration in Washington.
Powell is considered to be a "racial moderate". Apparently he
is either for or against racism depending on the time of day and
the weather. His law firm represents some of the United State's
largest manufacturers and he is director of many corporations in
Virginia including Phillip Morris.
It's hard to tell how a man will perform once he is on the court.
But the politically conservative history of these two men are
bound to reflect conservatism in judicial decisions should the
Senate confirm their appointments.
Hopefully, the Senate will realize once again, that Nixon's
attempts to control the Court on a right-wing basis is only another
plot to tip the scales of justice toward the conservative
philosophy.

homecoming barbie dolls
Some friends and I observed a festival
of the dying bourgeois culture last
Thursday. The event was the coronation
of the BG Homecoming Queen, which by
standards of sophistication is the college
equivalent to the turkey-shoot or the hogcalling contest.
We had decided to make a sincere and
hopefully effective comment on the
contest. To those to whom it is not
obvious, we found slight fault with the
humorless, infantile, contrived and most
of all nauseously sexist nature of the
farce.
THE SCENE was the Student Services
Forum. The main performers were
about 200 sorority girls, a few bored
boys, a bunch of happy cheerleaders,
some football players (from Our Team, I
imagine) sitting in chairs (that's all they
did, really!) and Dr. Hollis Moore and
his wife (I don't know her name).
These delightful people engaged in a
surrealistic tableau vivant for our
benefit as we watched from the second
floor window overlooking the forum.
We displayed a simple sign
constructed from the famous poster
depicting a pile of mutilated Vietnamese
women and children with a cartoon-style
balloon coming from the mouth of one of
the dead women asking. "What's a
homecoming queen?"
Our point was that while we college
students play high school popularity
games, our government continues to
massacre our brothers and sisters. In

justice and polluters
By John N. Mitchell
Attorney General of the United Stairs
Young people have played a primary role in focusing the
attention of the Nation on the quality of our environment
and the importance of insuring that clean air and water are
available for future generations
During the past two and one-half years, the Department
of Justice has recognized the urgency of their concern and
has given top priority to the enforcement of federal laws
relating to environmental protection.
Our original approach was to give new emphasis to a 72year old law -the 1899 Refuse Act and to use it as one of our
most effective weapons against polluters.
UNDER THE REFUSE ACT all industries which
discharge any waste into navigable waters or their
tributaries must apply for a permit to do so from the Corps
of Engineers, stating that the waste does not pollute the
water. If a company discharges without a permit, it is in
violation of the law and may be fined as much as $2,500 a
day upon conviction.
Criminal actions and civil penalty actions are brought
against sporadic or accidental polluters, as in the case of
oil spills from ships or from shore installations. We found,
however, that the penalties carried by these statutes are
ineffective against major industries with continuous
discharges.
Therefore, in March 1970, we adopted a second approach
to stop pollution by asking the courts to issue civil
injunctions. The relief requested in an injuction suit is that
the company be ordered to slop discharging its wastes into
the tributary or navigable water.
Generally, an attempt is made to negotiate a settlement
which specifies treatment facilities to render the wastes
harmless lo the receiving waters In the event a settlement
cannot be reached, the Court is asked to totally stop the
discharge.
Since the beginning of 1969. the Justice Department has
filed more than 300 criminal cases seeking fines against
polluters. In addition, we have filed more than 65 civil
actions for injunctions
The first civil injunction suit brought under the Refuse
Act to abate pollution was filed against the Florida Power
and Light Company to halt the discharge of heated water
from its power generating plants into Biscayne Bay.
AFTER THE FEDERAL judge ruled that the discharge
of thermal waste is a violation of the Refuse Act. the utility
company agreed 10 undertake a $30 million construction
program to lower the temperature of its water discharge to
a biologically acceptable level.
This case has resulted in voluntary compliance by

promises of additional improvements to many power plants
in operation or to be built throughout the United States.
In mid-1970, the Justice Department filed 10 civil
injunction cases to halt mercury pollution. Some of the
companies sued were dumping as much as 300 pounds of
mercury a day into rivers One of the plants sued closed
down and the other nine immediately reduced their
mercury discharge to less than half a pound a day. Forty
other plants discharging mercury voluntarily cut back
their emssions to a fraction of a pound
Thus, in a period of about six months, we virtually
eliminated the hazard that faced the country from the
continual dumping of mercury into bodies of water. We
have not eliminated the problem caused by the mercury
already in the water, but we have brought to a virtual halt
any additional pollution.
WE HAVE ACHIEVED a similar solution to the
discharge of sulfite wastes in Washington State with the
agreement of the large ITT-Rayonier complex to install
upwards of $20 million of pollution control equipment.
We have also vigorously enforced the Refuse Act against
companies that discharge toxic and hazardous substances
such as cyanide, phenol, chromes and lead into rivers and
streams.
The first case to go to trial involving such discharges was
against the Armco Steel Corporation on the Houston Ship
Channel in Texas. In that case the District Court held, in
September. 1971, that the Company's toxic discharges
should be stopped forthwith.
The three United States Attorneys whose districts cover
the New York waterfront are also using the Refuse Act to
clean up the New York Harbor and other waterways in
their areas.
Of special interest to citizens is the provision of the
Refuse Act authorizing payment of half of the fines
imposed on polluters to persons who provide information
leading to a conviction. Courts have authorized such
payments in recent years.
AND THROUGH THE use of still another federal law,
the Justice Department prosecuted several oil companies
for failing to install safety devices on wells located in the
Gulf of Mexico, which resulted in the leakage of thousands
of barrels of oil off the coast of Louisiana. The companies
paid fines totaling more than $2.25 million.
The Department of Justice will continue and intensify its
efforts to enforce federal anti-pollution laws, but every
segment of our society must share in the responsibility for
improving the quality of our water and air.
The full resources of states and localities must be
brought to bear on this problem. And, in a nation where
governmental power is conferred by the people, the
interest and enthusiasm of young people will continue to be
a primary factor in our campaign for a clean environment.

other words, fellow countrymen and
women, we are murderers. We felt that
the plastic dodoes singing their silly
Greek songs should be reminded of that
fact.
DID THE POINT penetrate their
numb skulls? Who knows? Obviously,
however, we shook their world
somewhat.
Two young men threatened to tell Dr.
Moore about our disgraceful actions. As
they scampered away. Maxine Junk, a
charming woman who gets paid doing
something in the Student Services
Building, pulled down our poster, without
asking us, to see what it said.
I politely took it back, explained our
purpose, and invited her to help us hold it
up again. She refused and fumed
theatrically.
By then we saw the two tattletales
conferring with Moore who glanced at us
irritably but dismissed the boys who
bitterly walked off shrugging helplessly
to the football players. We knew that
Moore told them to leave us (whom he
probably called immature assholes for
their benefit) alone. He's not stupid
Random observations:
The evening's program was amusing.
We especially enjoyed the studied
expressions of anticipation on the
cheerleaders' faces. I think they learned
it from watching the Miss America
Pageants for the last fifteen years.

the entire worn out tradition of School
Spirit with our middle fingers. I'll not
soon forget the looks of hatred directed
toward us for what must have been to
them the ultimate sacrilege.
Can these straight people actually hate
our image as much as we hate their's?

screening committee of alumni. Even
TU elected a black homecoming queen
from a field of contestants that included
one man. Perhaps BG alumni, at least
those who take Homecoming seriously,
are racist in addition to being humorless.
The evening's climax came during the
singing of the Alma Mater when some of
us spontaneously saluted the event and

MikeSaba
616 E. Wooster

Why did the contestants look like
Barbie Dolls?

A WORD TO THE Greek-jocks: Take a
good look at your woman. If she looks
like a Barbie Doll, tell her to scrub the
make-up off her face, get into some
comfortable clothes, and act like a
woman
A word to the sorority girl: tell your
man to give up that masculine put-on and
act like a human being. It'll make for
better sex.
There were no black contestants.
Didn't those black football players sense
something wrong? Apparently a black
woman cannot make it through the

news Lerrers
mrs.f miss, ms. or dr. ?
The BG News is to be commended for
giving so much news coverage recently
to the problem of sexism, particularly
sexist practices on campus.
One of the subtler forms of
discrimination against women in higher

education is the practice of addressing
female PhD's as "Mrs.," "Miss," or
"Ms. So and So" while addressing male
PhD's as "Dr So and So "
If one looks through recent issues of
the BG News, one finds that in articles

wise words forgotten
Last week John Froines spoke to about
a thousand people at the Union.
Considering that he is one of the most
renowned "activists" of the anti-war
movement, these days, to me his speech
accomplished little or nothing.

I imagine that within two days the
words of John Froines, wise as they may
be. will be forgotten because, for those of
us who want to actively do something in
the anti-war movement. John gave us no
ideas on how we could involve ourselves
locally at Bowling Green.

He spoke for about an hour about
various topics-the Vietnam War. Attica,
and the Evict Nixon Campaign in
Washington. D C this week

Larry Dansinger
Department of history

He said that local organizing was the
key to the future success of the anti-war
movement. Then he quit.
WHY IS LOCAL ORGANIZING such a
good approach, John? How do you do it?
How can we thousand people here tonight
form an organization and begin the
process of developing strategy and
organizing politically on a local level?
The speech never got into that.

so they say
Carol Roberts, a former doctoral
candidate in linguistics at Harvard now
employed as a cleaning lady:

and editorials alike male PhD's are
referred to as "Dr." while female
PhD's are referred to as "Ms."
A PICAYUNE MATTER, some might
say. Taken by itself, perhaps it is. But it
is the aggregation of just such picayune
put-downs that translates into patterns
of sex bias.
In addition to raising consciousness on
that issue, I should like to call to your
attention the other hard-working
members of the Ad Hoc Committee on
the Status of Women at BGSU; Dr.
Carlene Bagnall Blanchard (American
Studies); Ms
Martha Eckman
(English): Dr. Lucille Hagman
(Education), and Dr. Kathleen H.
Merriam (Political Science).
Greer Litton Fox, Chairperson
Ad Hoc Committee
on the Status of
Women at BGSU
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Demand for bikes increases

Loco/ cycling fad riding high
By Cfcrto Flowers
Issue Editor
To look at the bikes parked
on the lawns, chained to the
trees and stashed in the
shrubbery, you'd think more
people pedal to class than
walk.
Pedestrians still outnumber
bikers, but possibly not for
long if the increased interest
In cycling continues at its
present rate.
More than 5.000 bicycles
have been registered in
Bowling Green. City Safety
Service Director Walter 0
Zink estimates the actual
number of bikes closer to 8.000
THE DEMAND for bikes
has had such a tremendous
growth that manufacturers
can't keep bike dealers
stocked
A spokesman for Frank's
Sales and Service, a local bike
dealer, doesn't expect a bike
shipment until 1972. He said
the firm's bike sales would
have been up 50 per cent if
enough bikes had been
available
Another dealer. Dorothy
Joyce, proprietor of D.I s said
she has had bikes ordered
since June and so far none
have been delivered.
"It's funny."
she
commented, "but no one
seemed to want bikes until we
didn't have them.''
Ms. Joyce began selling
bikes as an outgrowth of her
hobby, cycling

Trash
b/ns

Alumni weren't the only campus visitors during the pair
weekend. This troth barrel and others like it
mysteriously appeared and then disappeared. An
alumni special maybe??

SHE SAID the recent
increased interest in cycling
is hard to explain, but she
listed several possible factors-

City schools receive aid
By Harold Brown
Ant. Managing Editor
A check for 1162,500 has
been given to the Bowling
Green Board of Education by
the state to keep the city
school system operating until
Nov. 7
The money is a loan from
state foundation funds and
must be paid back to the state
by next June 30 The loan is
computed to keep the schools
open five days after the Nov. 2
general election
An emergency tax levy has
been placed on the Nov. 2
ballot and must be approved
by a simple majoritv if the
schools are to remain open
after Nov. 7. If the levy fails,
schools will not reopen until
Jan 3,1972.
A state audit in late

September showed the school
district would run out of funds
Oct. 15 In order to receive a
loan from the state to keep the
schools operating, the board
of education was required to
place an emergency tax levy
on the November ballot.
"MANY PEOPLE don't
realize that we have borrowed
money from banks because
the tax collections were so
late. Loans which were due
July 15. Sept. 15 and Sept 30
had to be extended,'' said Ms
Martha Howe, clerk of the
board of education
Tax collections were
delayed because of a state
ruling that held real estate
valuations for Wood County
were figured improperly and
had to be reworked before
assessments could be made
This delayed tax collections
nearly five months.

The school district is in a
deep financial crisis this year,
and officials foresee an^veri*
greater problem during the
1972-73 school vear.
Superintendent Robert W.
McCracken said there is a
possibility that the opening of
the 1972-73 school year might
be delayed from September
until Jan. 1.1973
Dr. McCracken said only
one or more of three things
can keep the district from
suffering that fate: a local
tax increase, more state aid.
or cutbacks in the school
program.
THE $350,000 annual levy on
the November ballot would
total five mills and run for
three years.
In the recent past. Bowling
Green voters have been
reluctant to approve new
tsxes. An eight mill operating

WFAL to revive 'War
A radio show that caused
nation-wide panic 33 years ago
will be rebroadcast Sunday
night on WFAL, the campus
radio station.
Frank Mramor. station
manager, said the hour-long
drama. "The War of the
Worlds," would be aired as
part of WFAL's weekly oletime radio show. "The Great
Atwater-Kent Revival," from
10p.m. to midnight
"The War of the Worlds"
was originally broadcast on

Halloween. 1938, by Orson
Welles on his Mercury
Theater program. Adapted
from the novel by H. G. Wells,
the story dramatizes an
invasion of earth from Mars.
THE DRAMATIZATION
used the device of news
bulletins and on-the-spot
reporting to achieve a realism
that convinced more than one
million listeners that earth
was indeed being attacked.
Recorded events stemming
from the panic are numerous-

GSS meets today
The Graduate Student
Senate (GSS) will hold its
second meeting of the year
today at 3 p.m. in the Union
Faculty Lounge.
University committee and
council assignments will be
made for the 1971-72 academic
year, and remaining senate
executive elections will be
held.

Those departments which
were unrepresented at last
week's meeting are urged to
send representatives.
The GSS serves as a base of
operation for graduate student
activity, and graduate
students are represented on
many University policymaking and recommending
bodies

some humorous and some
near tragic. Police and
newspaper switchboards were
flooded with calls.
lonny Katz of WFAL. host
of the Sunday old-time radio
series, tells of the hundreds of
people in New York and New
Jersey (where a space ship
had "landed") who rushed
into the streets, clutching wet
handkerchiefs to their mouths
to protect themselves from
the "Martians' deadly gas."

levy was defeated last May
anda'three mill levy was
defeated a year ago.
Dr. McCracken sees no hope
in the way of increased state
aid because foundation
payments were reduced
almost $200,000 on July 1 due
to rising property valuation in
the school district.
Cutbacks in school
programs have not been the
policy of the current board of
education. However, two of
five board seats are up for
election Nov. 2.
Six candidates including two
incumbents are seeking the
positions. Of the four new
candidates, two favor the nocutback position of the
present board while the others
favor cutbacks and strict
economy measures
The 1972 budget, filed with
the county auditor in July
showed a projected deficit of
$470,712 by the end of 1972.
The projected 1971 budget
shows a balance of zero at the
end of 1971 but that balance
was reached Oct. 15. By Dec
31 the deficit is expected to
reach $239,817, according to a
state auditor's report.
The 1972 budget deficit does
not include the $175,000
borrowed from state
foundation funds, according to
Dr McDCracken

-increased interest in health
and exercise, planned bike
hikes, youth hostel groups and
more spare time
Her average customer
spends approximately $130.
However, she said spending
$225 for a cycle and
accessories in "nothing
unusual for the scricous
cyclist."
James James, a University
of Michigan student and avid
cyclist who works at DJ's said
he believes bikes, are status
symbols for many people.
"People have the money so
they buy expensive foreign
bikes whether or not they need
them or know how to use
them." James said.
While 10-speed bikes are

by K.thi Hatton

Itsae Editor
White Power advocate
Russell Raymond Veh will be
on campus this week
distributing literature and
recruiting white students for
his organization, the
American White Nationalist
Party
"I go to campuses because
it's the last place for free
speech." said Veh, founder
and executive officer of the
party headquartered in Toledo.
The 20-year-old organizer
never finished high school, but
is currently working toward a
diploma in night school.
The organization claims a
national membership of 230
$5-a-year members and
subscribers to its newsletter
"White Power," sub-titled
"The Voice of White
America."
The newsletter is not to be
confused with the newspaper
"White Power" of the
American Nazi Party, Veh
said. The organizations are
not the same.
"The main purpose of the
organization is to gain control
of the country," Veh said.
"Whites should find their
identity. They have always
been the great rulers of the
world.
"This University constantly
invites
Communists,
Socialists, radicals and
leftists to campus and pays
them to speak. There is no
reason why people believing in
White Power shouldn't
speak."
Veh said he believes in
complete segregation.
"The blacks should live in
•heir own area, preferably
Africa," he said. "The
Panthers want to control their
own destiny, but they can't do

Save
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PARTICIPATE IN SCHOOL BOARD DECISIONS

GIVE A DAMN!

VOTE FOR V0GT

TRANSCENDENTAL
MEDITATION
(iv taught by
Maharishi

Mahesh
Yogi

is wot my job -

buyjk

"MOST PEOPLE who have
ten-speed models don't know
how to use them anyway. I
race and I only have a 5-speed
Ten speeds were developed in
Europe for riding in
mountains." he explained.
He said the difference
between lightweight or
foreign and American bikes is
the way the frame
is
constructed.
Frames are welded on
American models while
foreign bikes are "butted", so
the frame tubing is made to fit
together. James said.

Alljwrts of^the btke-seat.
frame,
wheels-on
a
lightweight bike are
constructed of lighter-weight
material, he said
While lightweight bikes are
needed for distance riding,
American bikes are fine for
people who ride a few blocks.
James said
Although there are
apparently no plans to create
bike trails in Bowling Green,
Pearson and Secor Parks in
Toledo offer hard surfaced
bike paths through open and
wooded areas.
MS. JOYCE said there are
many things the city and the
University can do to aid the
bike riders One would be to
designate "suggested" streets

for cyclers to use.
She said Findlay does this
by posting special signs so
motorists are aware that
cyclists may be present
Ms. Joyce also mentioned
marking county road routes to
points of special interest so
people unfamiliar with the
area can cycle.
"Cycling is here to stay, so I
hope governmental officials
cooperate and make things as
easy as possible for both
cyclists, motorists and
pedestrians." she said.
And until the manufacturers
can catch up with the bike
demand. Ms. Joyce says she'll
continue to watch every truck
that nears her comer hoping
it's a load of bikes

White Power advocate
proud of being 'racialist'

Selling Insurance
- helping you

very popular here. 3-speeds
are all that's needed for
Bowling Green's flat terrain,
James said.

Transcendental meditation It a natural spon'onejus technique which allows each individual to expand hi» mind and
improve his life.

INTRODUCTORY LECTURE by CHARLIE DONAHUE
THURSDAY, OCT. 28 3 P.M. - 140 Overman
8 P.M.- 105 Honna

FOR INFORMATION CALL 352-7404

it here because the whites are
in the majority and the
majority rules, so they should
go back to Africa."
Blacks have become more
integrated into our society,
but now they demand
segregation again, Veh said
"If blacks can have a Union,
ok, let's have a white Union,"
he said
Veh charged that colleges
have lowered entrance
standards in order to admit
blacks and that this proves
thevare inferior.
"1 don't believe that
because Negroes are inferior
they should be oppressed," he
said, "but I don't think we
should take your rights and
my rights away to help
them."
"That won't help either race
and will only serve to pull both
down."
Veh eontended that Judaism
is a race, not a religion.
"They don't consider
themselves white, but rather
a race of Jews." he said.
"I don't consider them as
superior whites."
"Whites are superior
because we have been
masters of the universe since
time began. All great
civilizations and powers were
white."
Veh said he blames most of
the suppression of blacks and
whites on Jews. "When there
is a problem, the Jews are
behind it," he said.
"Jews own the ghettoes,"
he charged. "The head of the
NAACP (National Association
for the Advancement of
Colored People! is Jewish -

they have never had a Negro
president.
"The Black Panthers'
attorney In California is a
Jew Negroes are used by
Jews to the Jews' own end.
Then they claim to be God's
chosen people. If I said that I
would be accused of being a
Nazi." Veh said.
Claiming proof exists for all
of his charges. Veh said. "The
documented
factual
information is being
suppressed by the 'System.'"
As a write-in candiate for
Toledo City Council Sept
14, Veh received 13 votes.
Claiming discrimination, he
filed suit in Toldeo Municipal
Court for recovery of his filing
fee. He lost the case under a
state law that rules no filing
fee can be returned.
Veh will fe featured on Issue
'71, a phone-in show on
WBGU-FM, 88.1, at 7 p.m.
tomorrow night.
"I am willing to debate
anyone about any subject, any
issue." he said. While at
Toldeo University, Veh
entered a public debate with
"black power" advocates and
other panelists.
"I am a 'racialist' and I'm
proud of it. The trouble is
whites are afraid- to stand UD

Russet Raymond Veh

and say 'I'm white and I'm
proud.'
"I don't believe the
problems of America will be
solved by hiding them under a
rug. but by bringing them out
in the open and talking about
them.
"I may not be right but
wherever I go, I draw
crowds."

THE LITTLE SISTERS OF
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Nixon Eviction:
friday evening
The church at 10th and G Streets was
much smaller than we had expected. A
few people lolled around outside, many
dressed in army jackets
It was around 6 30 Friday evening-a
half-hour before the second meeting of
the People's Grand Jury was to convene.
Wandering into the church foyer we
talked to Tim Butz. active in Veterans
Against the War. with his walkie-talkie
on his belt, making preparations for the
evening session

Staff Reporter Peggy Schmidt
and Photographer Lynn Obee
spent the past weekend in
Washington DC. observing
activities related to the Nixon
Eviction program outlined last
week by Chicago 7 defendant
John Froines during his visit
here.
The stories on these two pages
are not news stories in the
traditional sense. They are the
personal reactions of one
reporter to discussions with
participants in the protests and
to testimony offered to the
Peoples' Grand Jury Panel.

For three days, the panel sat through
hours of hearings-from 10:00 a.m. till
sometimes as late at 1000 that evening.
The witnesses who testified were
equally renowned as the panelists
themselves, among them David
Del linger of the Chicago Seven: Eric
Mann, an ex-prisoner and a Young Lord;
Bart Osboume, a former CIA agent;
Jane Kennedy of the Beaver 55; and
Mary Rouse, active in a Philadelphia
based organization that dealt with police
harrassment in the black community.
The audience seldom exceeded several
hundred spectators, most of whom were
connected with the People's Coalition for
Peace and Justice or with various
brances of the news media.

THE PARTICIPANTS of the panel
drifted in slowly, among them Tom
Grace, one of the students wounded at
Kent State. Stan Dale, radio broadcaster
from WDAI of Chicago; Fr James
AS THE WEEKEND wore on. the
Groppi. active in Milwaukee's black
community for twelve years: Sister faces of Rennie Davis, Syd Peck, and
Elizabeth McCallister. defendant in the Jerry Rubin became familiar sights
Parrisburg Conspiracy case, and Le Anh around the church
The mood was much more solemn than
Tu Packard, a young Vietnamese woman
Mayday or April 24. The people who had
studying in the United States
They represented only five of the more come to the nation's capital were there
than 20 people that comprised the this time to protest not only the war but
People's Grand Jury, which was to hear domestic repression as well. They were
testimony on the crimes that had been serious in convening the People's Grand
and continued to be committed under the Jury-however symbolic that act turned
out to be.
Nixon administration

The People's Grand Jury convened at the First
Congregational Church in Washington, D. C. for
three days this weekend to hear testimony "en
the crimes
committed
by the
Nixon

Administration." Under the autpkes of People's
Coalition for Peace and Justice, the Grand Jury
was one of the activities of Nixon Eviction Phase I.

Saturday afternoon
Paul Mayer, named as one of the coconspirators along with Daniel Berrigan
in the Parrisburg case, moderated the
People's Panel A thin, wiry man with
shoulder-length grey hair. Paul
described himself as a "Catholic priest,
of sorts."
I'e introduced the first speaker on
prison injustice. Dan Pochoda of the
National Lawyer's Guild Pochoda has
been involved with the prisoners at
Attica
"There have been many cases of
prison uprisings, for instance the Tombs,
where hostages have been released
voluntarily on the promise of prison
authorities that conditions would
improve
The conditions have
worsened." the bearded lawyer pointed
out

Organizers of the People's Coalition for Peace &
Justice Nixon Eviction Phase I held a press
conference Saturday to explain the purpose of the
phone call which took place Tuesday to the North

Vietnamese delegation to the Paris Peace Talks.
From left to right are Syd Peck, Rennie Davis, Mrs.
Cora Weiss, and David Dellinger.

Saturday afternoon
The small room in the basement of the
Church was crowded with members of
the media for the press conference
Saturday afternoon
Rennie Davis, one of the members of
the Chicago Seven, explained the
reasoning behind the phone call to Paris
"President Nixon could end the war by
answering the phone call from the
Vietnamese delegation to the Paris
peace talks It's a credible possibility—
the war could end in a matter of a few
minutes and our POW'l could be home
by Christmas "
SITTING ALONG with Davis in the
front of the room was Ms Cora Weiss,
whose Committee of Liaison with
Families ol Prisoners Detained in North
Vietnam has already secured the release

of 12 American POW's
"All that is required of the U.S. in
order to end the war is to acknowledge
the principle of self-determination for
Vietnam This can be done if Nixon will
simply set a date sometime in the future,
when all US. forces will be removed
from Indochina "
One of the reporters asked what was so
different about the phone call to Paris as
a tactic for ending the war.
"This may be the most historic
gathering of people in the last 25 years
Americans who have devoted themselves
to securing peace in Indochina are
providing a forum whereby the war could
end on terms that are completely
honorable to the 73 per cent of the
Americans who believe that the war
should be ended." Davis resnonrteii

MS. WEISS, who returned from the
Paris peace talks Thursday evening,
contended that there were no serious
negotiations going on in Paris
Furthermore, she said, both the
Provisional Revolutionary Government
of South Vietnam as well as the
Democratic Republic of North Vietnam
agree that Nixon's trip to Peking would
have no effect whatsoever on the ending
of the war.
Dressed in a tie-dyed blue shirt. Davis
said. "Through the phone call, we're
providing a direct Hnk between the White
Mouse and Paris. The point in bringing it
here is that maybe Washington isn't
aware that the majority of the American
people are willing to accept the Seven
Point Peace Plan."

POCHODA WENT on citing examples
of the "inconsistencies and lies" that
occurred at Attica.
For instance.
Pochoda reported. Commissioner
Oswald sent a note into the prisoners
urging them to accept the prison's
concessions, but made it appear that it
was the negotiating team rather than the
prison authorities that had sent the note.
"At no time did the committee urge
the prisoners to do one thing or another,
even Kunstler." Pochoda remarked
"But the note from Oswald broke down
the credibility the negotiating team had
established with the prisoners "
Although Pochoda spoke in a
monotone, his hands trembled slightly,
revealing the personal disgust and pain
he and (he others that were there had felt
when Rockefeller gave the orders to send
in the troops
"It's now that we have to be concerned
with." Pochoda concluded "We have
evidence that at least one. if not more of
the so-called ringleaders, was murdered
after the original siege, that countless
beatings of inmates occured after
Cellblock D was recovered, and that
harrassment by prison authorities of the
prisoners continued to the extent of
throwing their personal property into
Lake Erie as filler"
"ATTICA IS NOT the worst-if you can
even compare evil."
The second
witness. Paul Pirschkop, a DC. lawyer
went on. enumerating cases, especially
in Southern prisons, where over one
hundred shallow graves containing
dismembered bodies of prisoners were
found, of the use of the rack, a medieval

torture technique, up to 19 years ago.
"Attica occurred not so much because
of things like that, but because of the
day-to-day brutality-the inadequate
food, the cockroaches, the lack of
reading material, and solitary
confinement." he reported.
Pirschkop revealed that parole can be
granted or dismissed by a mere stroke of
a pen-if the prisoner is not liked by the
warden, his fate is at the discretion of
the guards.
"There are three ways of dying in
prison." the curly-headed lawyer
continued
"Natural causes, which
means a prisoner didn't receive
adequate medical attention; escape,
when a prisoner is shot in the back for
not running fast enough when guards
catch him in the act: and by suicide,
many of whom are teenagers who have
been in jail for a short time, but whose
bread and water diet and solitary
confinement is too much for them to
handle."
MRS. GEORGIA Jackson, mother of
the Soledad brother that was slain in
California, sat on the grand jury Friday
evening She said the American courts
do not even attempt to address
themselves to administering justice
Pirschkop agreed
"Status is the
worst crime in this society. If you could
give me unlimited time and money. 1 can
guarantee that I could keep a person who
has committed a felony out of prison-the
only exceptions are people like your son,
whom the government is out to get."
One of the most dramatic speeches
Friday evening was given by a member
of the Young Lords. Erik Mann, who had
recently been released from prison.
IV read a letter from one of the Young
Lords before the massacre at Attica
occurred. "We will die if we remain
here. We are not Americans; we are
Puerto Ricans and blacks. We need
passage out of here." the letter stated.
"The horror of America." the young
man with the bushy Afro began tersely,
"is that America is not a jail for
everyone-that's the brilliance of the
system."
I'e went on to explain that the suburbs
are in a sense a jail, but the people who
live there are not pushed to the limits
that prisoners in places like Attica are.

"Prisons are places where the revolution
materializes. Inmates are beyond the
point of asking what revolution means,
like the people on the outside continue to
do. We should start implementing our
strategies instead of talking about
them."
"Most of my adult life has been spent
going to funerals of my friends." He
paused to mention the funeral of George
Jackson. "I don't know what else to
say." he ended in a faltering voice.
Mann contended that if the movement
people had really been behind the
prisoners at Attica. ex-GI's would have
flown in helicopters to support them.
"Thai's where it's at now. White people
may support the system, but they aren't
willing to die to support it-but we are
ready to die to change it."
The woman who came to the
microphone next did not look at all the
role of a victim of a society. White,
middle-aged, and attractive in a short
checked 'jumper, Jane Kennedy had
spent 17 months in jail for being among
the Beaver 55 who had scrambled the
computers of Dow Chemical as well as
buminng draft records in Michigan.

"THE WORST thing about prison."
she began in a wavering tone, "is the
planned disintegration of the people we
love" She explained that only the
husband, children, mother, and father
were allowed to visit the women in
prison, and if there were relationships
outside of these, the woman was out of
luck
"We were only allowed to physically
embrace our families briefly at the
beginning of the visit, and after that
time no touch was allowed. Mothers are
not even allowed to wave good-bye to
their children at the end of the visit."
Ms. Kennedy explained the dilemma of
pregnant women who have the extra
burden of not even being able to see their
children after birth, and then having to
wonder if the state will confiscate the
child or whether it sees fit to "reward"
some member of the woman's family
with the child.
After approximately four hours of
testimony by witnesses on prison
injustices, Edward Bell, on behalf of
Mrs. Georgia Jackson, asked for support
of a petition that they had prepared for
the United Nations which requested an
MANN DIDNT relay the impression international Investigation into the
of being a hardened victim of the system, circumstances surrounding the death of
and subsequently a revolutionary. George Jackson
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Sitting as a member of the
People's Grand Jury was Jose
Parris, member of the Black
Liberation Army and one of
the founders of the Young
Lords Organization, Parris
was a former Inmate of Attica
State Correctional Facility a*
well as a member of the
Observer Committee at Attica
during the uprising.

Although much was said about
her country during the
bearings, Le Anh Tu Packard,
a young Vietnamese woman,
had little to say throughout the
proceedings. Ms. Packard
lived in Nanbinh Province in
South Vietnam, which was
bombed over 80 times.

"Even though I'm not
paranoid, there are people • I
plotting against me." Frank
Donner, a professor at
Harvard University, was
referring to the FBI. Speaking
t* the Grand Jury on domestic -'• ••:'
repression, Donner contended
that surveillance by the ■•government
was
an
infringement on personal freedom.

.
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Washington, Phase I
Saturday morning
Although the Saturday sessions of the
Peoples' Grand Jury, dealing mainly
with the American empire in relation to
the Indochina war. were set to begin at 9
am, people didn't begin to arrive until
10.
The same pattern recurred throughout
the weekend-it seemed as though the
Movement had no real conception of
time-no one complained, for exhaustion
seemed to be a common factor.
Art Kanegis. the first speaker,
presented evidence through slides on the
automated battlefield His information
was taken from hearings on the
electronic battlefield conducted by the
Pentagon Service Committee.
"THE HO CHI MINH trail is wired
like a pinball machine,'' Kanegis said.
And the picture that he showed of the
planes, the bombs, and the devices
created by American technology were
frightening enough: the added repulsion
was the advertisements in technical and
military magazines where the power of
America was exposed.
Quoting from one such journal,
Kanegis read. "The A-7." a plane which
detects movement on the ground, "at
night makes Vietnam a nightmare We
have turned night into day. Yes. you can
be sure if its Westinghouse."
Kanegis described the anti-personnel
bombs employed by the US in Vietnam,
devices whose sole aim is only to cause
pain to its victims. These included
poisons, mines, and bombs which upon
contact would not kill the victim, but
maim and disable him.
"It's true that the US does only strike
military targets." Kanegis reported
However, excerpts he read from
military manuals defined a military
target so comprehensively that It
included anything from a person to an
idea or entity that, through its
destruction, could be used to demoralize
the enemy.
THE SECOND witness had spent three
and a half years in Laos as a journalist.
Fred Branfman began his testimony.
"In November of 1968 when everyone
thought that Nixon had stopped the
bombing of Vietnam, they didn't realize
that he merely transferred his planes to
Laos."
Branfman revealed that in over 1.000
pages of documentation he had made
with Laotian refugees, without an
exception everyone said their village
was wholly or partially destroyed by
American bombers-even though

international law prohibits the bombing POW's brought spontaneous bursts of
of villiages.
laughter from the audience as they
The witness was emphatic in stressing listened to his satirical account of
the lies perpetuated by the Nixon American history.
administration. "In the Indochina area.
95.000 civilians were displaced monthly
ZINN TOLD the story of a welfare
by Johnson; there were 130.000 mother who had approached a U.S.
displaced monthly by Nixon. Johnson senator and asked why something wasn't
dropped 60.000 tons of bombs monthly- being done about the poverty in the
Nixon has surpassed him by dropping ghettoes.
95.000 tons monthly. The only thing that
The senator replied. "I'm only a
has changed under Nixon is the number senator. Mrs. Jones, that's only half of
of American deaths."
the legislative branch of government,
which is, as you know, composed of three
BRANFMAN ALSO disclosed his branches, the legislative, the executive
conversations with American pilots who and the judicial."
were instrumental in the bombings. One
"Oh that's how the government
of them, a jazz musician whose job was works," replied the black woman.
screwing on the fuses to the bombs, "That's why we're hungry."
remarked that it was like screwing bulbs
Peculiarly enough, Zinn was the only
into a socket, and that he didn't feel like speaker to mention the American
a war criminal.
Indians, who are just about as symbolic
Taking the opposite view of this. of American oppression as any group.
Branfman said, was another bomber who
The way I was taught," Zinn began,
couldn't understand why college kids got "was that one day there were Indians,
so emotional about how a person was and the next day there were not."
killed. "They're going to put poor Dow
Perhaps the audience laughed easily at
Chemical out of business'" Branfam his comment because the massacre of
reported the pilot as saying.
One witness testifying against the
American government was Bart
Osbourne, a CIA agent who worked in
Vietnam on the Project Phoenix.
He told how the CIA trained the South
Vietnamese in the various kinds of
It was late Saturday night The people
torture tactics.
"After a captured who had come to hear the testimony on
prisoner was tortured into revealing economic repression by the U.S.
information, he was often taken with government were beginning to squirm in
another recently captured prisoner, who the uncomfortable wooden pews The
hadn't as yet talked, into a U.S. brilliant colors of the stained glass
helicopter. The first prisoner, who had windows faded as the evening
been promised safety is he talked, was progressed Only the blinding lights of
thrown from the plane in an effort to the television camera illuminated the
make the second one talk." Osbourne church.
revealed
Earlier in the day. the major news
media, including ABC and NBC. had
THE PENTAGON Papers were the been filming the proceedings. Three
subject of Len Rodberg's discussion. cameramen dressed in their royal blue
"The war is in every sense illegal, as is coats with ABC written on them had
evidenced in the Pentagon Papers It is traipsed into the church for about five
a war against a people of a foreign minutes and had just as readily exited.
society who did not initiate the war. Our
PERHAPS THEY thought, as did the
interference in it is the most primitive
Washington Post and others, that the
type of aggression.''
He said illegality rested on several convening of the grand jury-a very time
things:
The fact that the bombing consuming in-the-system-tactic, which is
beginning in 1965 was not a defensive somewhat uncharacteristic of the
action, the inherent cruelty of American People's Coalition for peace and Justicetactics, and the lack of discrimination -was just not as newsworthy as was Rev.
between military and non-military, Carl Mclntyre's march on the Capitol
among others.
earlier that day which drew
Howard Zinn. a professor of history at approximately 2.500 people.
Boston University who had traveled with
Rennie Davis had said at a press
Daniel Berrigan to Hanoi on behalf of
conference the straight media was not
giving the anti-war movement the kind of
coverage it needed since Mayday.
Frank Gibson, the NBC cameraman
who was filming the people's panel,
confirmed
Rennie's admonition.
"You've got to understand that the
people 1 work for aren't concerned about
what's going on unless it involves some

the Indians was back far enough in time.
"If we really are being educated in this
country." the tall gray haired Zinn said,
"then we have the greatest miseducatton
in history going on."
Zinn. himself a bombadier in World
War II contended that once the American
people knew what was going on. there
would be no more war. no more police.
Culminating the Saturday afternoon
session was Eqbal Ahmad, a Pakistani
scholar, whose specialty Is
counterinsurgency.
The dark-skinned man spoke
scathingly of American society, calling it
a whorehouse society with pimps In the
White House. "Vietnamization merely
means mechanization of the war. It
creates an illusion of progress.
His dazzling smile looked like
something out of a Crest advertisement
as he concluded. "There are going to be
more Vietnam* and Atticas-and I damn
well hone- if we cannot make the
invisible war that America waits on her
own people and foreign peoples visible
through our rhetoric, then America
herself will do so with her actions."

Saturday evening
ac'.ion-and by action 1 mean violence of
some kind "
Gibson questioned me about the new
direction the movement seemed to be
taking I explained that the very size of
the church where the grand jury was
convening was indicative that the
organizers were not anticipating masses
to turn out for the hearings. Instead they
hoped the media would diffuse the
testimony lo the American people.
GIBSON CHUCKLED. "I've been
filming movement activities for four or
five years, and even though I try to film
the things I consider to be important, my
superiors simply edit out anything they
don't want. Yeah, it's frustrating, but
that's the way this society is."
Gibson is a black man
I experienced an instant replay of the
scene with Gibson on Monday, when an
ABC cameraman offered to share his
umbrella with me during the fourth and
heaviest day of rain in DC.
"There were about 300 demonstrators
in DC last year--I covered about 275 of
them. You grow insensitive to violence
after a while."
He looked around at the few hundred
people scurrying for shelter on the lawn
around the Washington Monument.
"There's a good possibility we may not
even shoot a film on this whole thing
unless something happens."
As it turned out, Monday's activities
were rescheduled for Tuesday since the
heavy rain prevented setting up the HA
systems.

Ronnie Davit of the Chicago Seven made an appearance Monday at
the Sylvan Theatre near the Washington Monument to cancel the
day's activities. Originally speakers including Dick Gregory and
Bobby Seal* were scheduled to continue the activities on Monday,
People's Armistice Day but due to heavy rain, the activities wore,
postponed until Tuesday.

Sunday evening
Sunday evening marked the
termination of testimony The jury met
for several hours to compose their
lengthy verdict, while spectators filled
the First Congregational Church to hear
the indictment against the Nixon
administration.
"It is the legitimate right and duty of
the people to take back judicial power
when the state fails to exercise it in the
proper way." began Stan Dale. WDAI
broadcaster, who acted as the
spokesman for the People's Panel.
"Ultimate justice rests with the people
of this country."
NIXON'S ECONOMIC plan was cited
in the indictment as favoring and
escalating the profits of big corporations
at the expense of the workers, putting a
burden on the underdeveloped nations of

"it was a nightmare
She was a young black woman, perhaps
in her late twenties or early thirties.
Despite her apparent fatigue, she was
very attractive, looking very much like a
model with her-soft curly Afro.
When she spoke to me after the
Saturday evening session, it was in a
softly controlled voice that still revealed
understandable bitterness. Clara Ware
was one of the widows of Attica

The Vietnam Veterans Against the War displayed this exibit on the
grounds of the Washington Monument Monday afternoon. Heavy
rains proven tod many other exhibits from actually being tot up.

Buelah Sanders, Chairwoman
of the National Welfare Rights
Organization, spoke to the
crowd assembled at All Soul
Church late Monday
afternoon. "All I can say is
that the Man better start
deliverin'. Coin- to China and
shakin' hands with those folks
ain't gonna end our problems
back borne."

"Do you know that when they finally
brought my husband's body to the
funeral home, they had to embalm it
several times before they could show
him- that s how badly they hacked him to
death."
Her face remained almost
devoid of emotion, as she stared at me
intensely.
"It was a nightmare. My children
couldn't understand what had happened
to their daddy. My husband's father

Journalist Donna Shor
addressed the People's Grand
Jury Saturday concerning the
condition of the refugees in the
Indochina area. She also
visited a refugee camp outside
of Calcutta. "The most
frightening thing about the
camps," she said, 'lib the utter
silence."

broke down and fell weeping into the
casket."
Although I couldn't bring
myself to ask her about Attica, she was
very willing to talk about it.
It was hard for me even to begin to
realize what the tragedy had done to this
mother, who was perhaps one of the
most poignant symbols of domestic
American repression.
"Those prison authorities knew very
well when they went in there that there
was no way out for the prisoners in
Cellblock D. And they also knew that the
prisoners couldn't defend themselves
with the spears they made."
Clara Ware was not the stereo-typed
image the media presents ot a black
women, particularly of a black woman
who is the wife of a black man in prison.
She was articulate and worked as a
newscaster in the Bronx as well as being
a journalist.

"There seems to be mounting evidence
that with the exception of two inmates,
the rest of the slain men were not
murdered in the initial onslaught of
gunfire, but were killed afterwards by
the guards."
Like many of the slain prisoner's
families, Ms. Ware is suing New York
Gov. Nelson Rockefeller and the state of
New York. But we both realized the
futility of the gesture.
"Rockefeller and the rest of them
don't deserve the mercy of death-they
ought to be tortured " I could see that
her real emotions were surfacing and
began to feel helpless, for there was no
answer, no words of comfort that could
be said to her.
"Thanks for coming." We gripped
hands briefly, before she left to catch her
ride back to the hotel.

Moderator Paul Mayer, who
was implicated along with
Daniel Berrigan in the
Harrisburg Conspiracy case
took time out from introducing
speakers to comment on the
purpose of the hearings. "The
legitimacy of the People's
Grand Jury is based on the
fourth branch of the
government-the people," he
said.

the world, and conceding to the role of
the military defense system in the
economy.
The situations arising from the racist
and sexist practices of the government
were amended as criminal actions,
particularly as they applied to the
welfare and prison systems. "Prisons
perpetuate a master-slave condition,"
the indictment read. "They dehumanize
instead of rehabilitate."
Foreign and domestic political
repression by the Nixon administration
was criticized in the statement. "The
general white populace is kept in
submission by the myth perpetuated by
the government that all is well," Stan
Dale continued.
"Those who attempt to protest the
injustices of the system are eliminated
by the police, whose tactics have been
mechanized similar lo the way war has
been automated in Indochina," he said.
Finally, the indictment charged that
the Indochina war has isolated the
American government from the
American people because the
government supports the unpopular
Thieu regime, employs terror and
torture, uses unnecessary weapons,
creates vast numbers of refugees,
increases the bombings, and automates
the battlefield.
THE SPOKESMAN read the final
pronouncement. "The Grand Jury has
found the organs of the American
government unfit to govern. We. the
people, must spread the consciousness
that evil does characterize America
today in the hope of returning power to
the American people for its legitimate
expression."
As Stan Dale sat down, the crowd in
the church reacted with applause,
clenched fists, and the Yippie cry. Paul
Mayer, the moderator of the panel,
stepped lo the microphone. "I think we
have discovered that our most powerful
weapon against this government is the
truth."
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'Crystal City' temporarily defunct
space to do it in."
IV added thai a space was
available until recently, but
attempts lo rent it failed

The CryiUl City News is
•live, but not well, in Bowling
Green.
The editors of Bowling
Green's
"underground"
newspaper have reported thai
because of several problems,
including a lack of office
space,
the
paper is
indefinitely out of print.
"As of now." said editor
Mark Scheerer.
a
1971
University graduate, "there is
no paper until we find a place
to do it. We have people,
money, equipment, but no

y ^^ tcninc PACE

ALTHOUGH

SCHEERER

denied any other major
problems,
other
staff
members
were
less
optimisitc. Jeff Lev i (on (June
71). who. along with Scheerer
and Charlie CohnlJune '711.
founded the paper, said thai in
addilion to space problems
other factors are involved
"Money
is another
big

r

In the
Enchantingly Different
La Famiglia Room

problem." he said, noting the
rock benefit given Oct. 15 for
fund raising
"The benefit
really raised little money. It
wasn't what we expected."
Leviton said there had never
been a large problem in
financing the Crystal City
News He said adequate sales
have provided funds, and
added that 1.500 out of 2.000
copies, at 25 cents a copy, are
usually sold
However, he also cited
problems in gathering a suit
"Most people doing it don't
go
lo school
now,
and
schedules differ. Last year we
planned to have people take it
over, but it still is basically
the same core of people,"
Leviton said
Terry
Fowler,
staff

member, echoed Leviton's
statement of problems in
office space and financing, but
maintained
that
staff
problems
were
usual
in
putting the Crystal City News
together.

did note, however, a vast rate

"OUR

MAIN

Route 20
WOODVIUE OHIO

now is getting it together." he
said. "We always have trouble
getting it together."
Leviton
indicated
a
difference in moods, both in
the staff and on campus,
which
have
added
to
difficulties K'e said progress
seems to be more backward
than forward this year, and
cited a less exuberant feeling
on the paper's staff itself.
"Last year was just such a
different thing compared to

WHOOPEE —
BARGAIN HOUR - SUNDAY 1 & 7
OPENING 'TIL 3 P.M.

•STttOIVM-^

M

3S2 S2S5

STARTS FRIDAY

CHARtrON HtSTON

IN "OMEGA MAN"
NOW - IV.-7:10 1 DAYS ONIY - WED. A THURS.

INVESTIGATION
OF A CITIZEN

and

Fowler

News might be influential in
changing the regressive mood
Leviton
feels prevails
in
"THE FIRST ISSUE was Bowling Green.
for Jan. 1. 1971, just a little
thing out of quick-print. It had
"The Crystal City News
no advertising."
tries
to
heighten
the
He contrasted it to the last awareness
of
people
in
Crystal City News issue, put Bowling Green." Fowler said.
out Sept. 27. which contained "Our goals are to print things
20 pages
that are progressive."

Lectures set
on meditation
Two individuals personally
trained
in
the
art of
transcendental meditation by
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi of
India will be on campus

AFTER

THE

TWO

introductory
lectures
on
Thursday, Coffin said that
individuals
then
recieve
private interviews with a

above suspicion

teacher. Here a commitment
of $35 for students or $75 for
working adults must be paid in
order
to
continue
the
program.

IS ONE OF TNE YEAR'S
TEN BEST!"
-IUDITH CRIST Nr* •,.<.A«^M/."T
WILLIAM WOLf <w»W»ii««,
-IOHN SIMON *«•-• — '-•'<■>
-10* HOSLN Motiwtg '■
-lOHN t." ftT7C.F«Al [> I ..■'

Leviton

News.

tomorrow for lectures, with
the purpose in mind to
"spread meditation."
Larry Coffin explained that
he and Toby Warwick, both
trained by the Maharishi. will
hold two lectures for those
interested
in
learning
meditation.
Presently they are working
out of Defiance College and
Toledo University. Coffin said
there are now 250 persons in
the program at TU.

$1.00

LIVINGROOM HOCKING CHAIR' SEATING
Bawling

Both

PROBLEM of growth in the Crystal City said they feel the Crystal City

DOMINOS
352-5221

THE LITTLE ITALIAN VILLAGE

Leviton added that last issue
this year, because we were
was put together several
students." he said.
weeks before classes resumed
so that there would be an issue
Leviton said last year there
for the first week of school,
were plans for a
staff
but progress has faltered
collective house, though the
plans never materialized He since then.

i opt '71 On I Fcuum Corp
Moor shrub*
ACROSS
Quandary.
I Heetrlr: Abbr.
Malay language.
S Buliar.
Number,
9 City acroia river
CampU! group:
from Hong
2 word!.
Kong.
Curt of wind.
14 The two.
Ball sound.
15 Part of the ear.
Clare
16 Roman room*.
Boothe
17 Bonny part of
Scotland.
Sew.
Feminine Bums.
IS Island group in
Vary dark.
Galway Bay.
Declare as true.
19 A great amonnt:
Colloq.
Yells.
Soaks,
aa flax.
20 Clearly apparent.
23 Letter.
DOWN
24 Perform!.
Flows out.
25 Lifter..
Erudition.
27 Very
Relative of etc.:
aentimental.
2 words.
30 Contaminate.
Masterpiece:
31 Carman girl'.
3 words.: Fr.
name.
32 Beyond the
Cinderella's
diamondi.
status.
36 Here and there.
Nocturnal lemur.
38 One: It.I
Have
dream:
39 Hank (he
2 words.
■lugger.
Deeply
respectful one.
40 Farm machine.
Cocktails.
42 Creek island.
Lunched.
Italian name.
Fad.
Fencei.

M

Ferry. N. Y.

47 Acquired
relative.
48 Rent.
49 March, for one.
52 Small bit.
53 River into the
Seine.
54 Highlander.
55 Senators: Abbr.
57 Station: Abbr.

The next stop is a one and
one-half
hour
personal
instruction, which is followed
by three more interviews in
order to insure that the
individual
is meditating
properly.
Coffin stressed that the
course is non-credit within the
University, and that it is
sponsored
by
Student's
International
Meditation
Society,
a
non-profit
organization.
IV added, "Meditation is a
simple
mental
technique
which allows each man to
expand his conscious mind to
its full capacity, and which
releases
stress from his
nervous
system,
thus
preparing him for dynamic
activities."
The lectures will be held on
Thursday at 3 p.m. in 140
Overman Hall and 8 p.m. in
105 Moseley Hall
For
further
information
contact Kenneth Siegal at 3527404

ANSWER 10 PREVIOUS PUZZLE

THl! WIZARD OF ID

c

12 To love: Fr.
13 Fertile spots.
21 Immeasurable
period.
22 Childlike: Var.
26 Crash opposition, as in
politics.
27 Ruler.
28 Small armadillo.
29 Bouquet.
30 Airs.
32 Alien.
33 Firpo. Deaapscy's
opponent.
34 Proofreader's
term.
35 Ri.lto signs.
37 Track driver.
441 A monkey.
44 Features of some
rivers.
45 Cetacean.

by Brant parkar and Johnny hart
—TUeY'KB ALUBAOY
MNMP UP RPrT 3 &UX.<S
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Once there was J girl and <> RwtM and .i summerthT

CLaSSIFIED
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. .MICHAEL DOUGLAS -JACK WARDEN
BRENDAVACCARO BARBARA BEL GEDDES

FABULOUS
FOUR
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c
-SOON —
"PLAY MISTY FOR ME". - "JOHNNY GOT HIS GUN"
KOTCH" - "CLAIRE'S KNEE" • OMEGA MAN"

THIS WEEK: October 27 November 2
Box office opens 7:15

Evenings at 8:00

Saturday. Sunday at 2:10, 5:00, 8:00

Tel
Ml MM

MOW IW 7: JR. IM ■ SAT t SUN

2 3 41. 141. IN. Ill

TAKE HER TO SEE ■

200l:ASBAvCE
ODYSSEY

Love Story
From

NEXT WEEK: November 3 November 9
. WINNER OF 10
ACADEMY AWARDS!

"GONE WITH
THE WIND"

■RELATIONS B'a'U'Q'Q'B
Ml COLOR

THORSOAY IS MSU NKHT - CINEMA 1 A 2

ALL STUDENTS WITH ID'S

THEATRE

$1

Women N Recreation Asaoc Women's Intercollegiate
Field Hockey, vs Ohio Wesleyan 3 30pm. There
Ski Club. 115 Ed Bldg 6 30pm
Allocution ol Childhood Educitton i A C E I will sponser
• Pitloween Pirty with children (rom Ridge Street
School on Wed Oct 27 Irom 7-9 This will be held in the
Dogwood Suite ol the Union i members only!

Anyone Interested m synchronised swimming be at
Natalorium Wed 7 30pm

Denmark

1.0 S REQUIRED

Volleyball.

The Rimpint Lion. Alumni Room. Union 8pm Guest
speaker Kenneth McCartney ol Use Clan MicGregor in
Toledo will discuss the history ol highland dress the
tartan A kill Admission tree and open to the public For
information call Dale 352-0074

The

X

IT4-8M

On exhibition, the works ol the silversmith J Levin Pill.
Promenade Lounge. Union

Women's Recreation Assoc Intramural
« 30pm North Gym. Women's Bldg

STANLEY KUBRICK'S
Bowline
Green

Wednesday October 27. 1*71
Dad's Day Talent L Master ol Ceremonies Auditions will
he held Oct 26. 27. 21 from 6-10pm in the Carnation Room
ol the Union Sign up (or a time in the UAO olflce

"Demons and Things' one man art exhibition by Wade
Thompson. Library. 2nd floor. Library

the ultimate trip

ACRES OF FREE PARKING

Typist.
Eiperienced
Dissertations,
thesis,
anything Phone Perrvsburg

CAMPUS CALENDAR

EVERY THURSDAY IS
BGSU STUDENT NITE

$1.00
PIMM

Skew LO.

BGSU Flying Club. Capitol Room. Union 7 30pm Mr
Brooks L Hirrop. Director Flight Operations ol Astro
AvIatMa will be at the meeting lo discuss the new reduced
(lying rates

We'll trade you a gerbil lor
50", worth ol mailing stamps.
call 2-1497
Will biby sit in my home MonFri Pive references 353-3462
EXPRESS YOURSELF, use a
guitar-lessons 2-1(92

Congratulations C C and Mad Jim collect 257-4032
Dog on your pinning Pope
you enjoyed the activities Port typewriter (or sale call
Monday night The Brothers
372-3100
Durl and I'ormone McGee
VW tires 2-snow 2-reg call 352Pappy 19th' Prom the Girls 0015
oIBeaverl'igh
Sweat Shirts 50 to II your
Phi Tau s - Thanks lor the No choice ol lettering T-shirts (or
1 homecoming banner
See organizations and occasions
you Thursday1 TheADPis
DJ Cycle Shop on W Merry

ADPi's
toast lo ■
Homecoming trophy well
1
BEYOND THE ORDINARY earned Get high lor Thur's
Exclusive Capes in hand tea' PhiTau's
woven wool custom made to
your measurements
Congratulations to the new
Exquisite styling and Delta Phi Delia-Nitionil Art
tailoring, original buttons
Honorary ollicers Betty Jo
PHILIP MORTON CONTEM- I'ou, k Pres . Ron Bisinger
PORARY JEWELRY 112 W V Pres . Lois Stechschulte.
Wooster 353-9932 Open 9 to 5
Tres - Jeannie Kennedy. Sec
- Nancy Kip. Sec - and Linda
FREE Ski Movie-The White Hyle. Historian
Badge Everyone invited 115
Ed Bldg 6 30 Wed nighl
"Mini Banns
Elk Beaver
Sponsored by BGSU Ski Club
combo can't be beat'
Congratulations' Big Tim
PAGLIAt'S NEW HOURS 5
until 2 Sun thru Tours 5 until DCs and Alpha Sig's It
3 Fn L Sat Pig tills 1004 S
Themes'' like Alpha Gam's
Main 352-7571
•re "Floating" high alter
winning that trophythanx lor
My Lil MASH-Congnls' II all your help'
couldn't happen to a better
Tau-Tim
Sigmi Nu's-we were
FLOATING" high with you
A well-known quote lor Alpha lor homecoming' Goo Phoo
Xli: Tla not the whole ol live Boo Sisters
to live. Nor all ol death to die
SlgEpSam
FOR SALE OR RENT

Industrial Education I Technology Assocution. River
Room, Union, t 30pm Agenda Annual elections and
Faculty Committee reports
RIDES
BUSINESS OPt>ORTUNmESTh*nks "'P— Cl™ •»»
D U.a Good job on the floatNeed ride lo O U on Oct 2JHh Addressers Needed
AlphiSigi
return Sunday Call Piny 371- Kornewortert earn to (ISO.
. _
T
_
4411
For mlo send 25': and A,Dh*Xl * 9~<»»ne Raven.
stamped addressed envelope N*,ermore!
(Alter the
2 rides needed lo O.U on to Box 12213. Gainesville. Fla K«—»^ Houee, thai is I
Friday Oct 24 (all 2 1146 or 2 32401
AXO's A Kappa Sigs
1134
til PER HUNDRED "***—" «■ •« '•»
Ride needed 1. London, addressing mailing possible Especially when you win the
w
Ontario or vicinity Friday Wort at home your hours
__- Aw*nl
* "—~ *
Oct 2» Will pay. Debbie 372 Sample and Instructions 21% lootu*> BETAS
MM
and stamped selt-addreaeed _
envelop. CHASMAR. Depl R°__ HAPPY TWENTY
Need someone la share UK sj,, _, EWulr, lBa FIRST! TOAD
expenses on Irip to uji,
•
Clearwiter. Fla Leaving Fri
_____
SCOTT Congrats Alp*. Slg
You
Oct a Call 352431 aak lor
PtMONAU
I""*
■—*» • I™
Judy
choice' The Phi Mirtlyna

FOR SALE
Delco Air
Shocks-new 65 Impala Call
352-0325
Honda 50 and helmet Call 3534052 alter 3pm
19*31 Cadallic ambulance good
tires 655-2117 alter I 30
'65 MGB new paint runs goo
phone 354-5332
1963 Corvair must sell-new
(ires Charlie 352 7*60
'47 Camaro fully powered
factory-air. A-l condition
Call 352-7300 alter 5pm
66-vette. line cond both tops,
reas 353-4012 liter 3
Need 1 lm rmte to shire 2man apt 352-5527
1 F roommate needed
rent Call 353-1205

Low

F rmte needed for Winter
Qtr GREENVIEW Call 352
NEW MUSIC FINDERS Mil
RECORDS 121 N Main SI
New LP's Grateful Dead- Female roommate needed,
Warner Bros. Live Traffic near campus call Sue 352-7652
United Artists. Poco-Eplc.
Jefferson Airplane RCA. John M-roommalc 2-man ipt 145
Sebastian-Reprise. Bkodrock- mo. priv. room N. Main 353Cipitol
NOW OPEN ON 747B
SUNDAYS
1 or 2 F. roommates wanted,
Mini-Fridge Rental: rant • own room, call Sue 353-1105
refrigerator this quarter lor
19. plus III returnable 1F. roommate needed, winter
damage dposii
Winter k qtr. only: 3 blocks from
Spring Quarter prices arc 110- campus. 965 per month Call
3U-0573
call 352-7340

FOR SALE:
Diamond Female r-mate needed for
wedding rings white goal, sixe Winter Quarter Call 351-43*4
MW UN or best otter Call

'A giant among little people'
Chuck Smith is * giant
among little people who
spends most of his day wiping
tiny noses, tying smocks on
little painters, answering
innumerable questions and
bending down to listen to soft
voices whisper confidences.
Smith is a tall man with a
full, black beard which, may,
at first, make his small
charges wary. "He's a man
with black, furry stuff-all over
his face," they say, as they
overcome their timidity and
shyly reach up to touch the
beard
As a staff member at the
University nursery school,
Smith is working in a field
that has traditionally been
dominated by women.

Smith compliment* budding artist,
three-year-old Susan Daly, on n.r latest
creation.

HE HAS FOUND his work
"challenging.
difficult,
demanding, frustrating, with
moments of joy. . . but it's
fun."
Being a man in what is
considered a woman's field
has led Smith to search for a
teaching style "that's
consistent with my social
conditioning as a man."

He noted that men In the
nursery school field usually
observe and student teach
under the supervision of
women, but that they "can't
copy" women in their
treatment of children or in
classroom manner.
Smith feels that a man in
the classroom can be
beneficial to both boys and
girls. Although he works wisth
the boys in such "masculine"
areas as building and tools, he
has found that it is the girls
who most often seek his
attention.

with the children involved in
whatever activity interests
them most at the moment.
Smith's tiny pupils are
constantly busy. A would-be
Picasso earnestly dots her red
and blue painting with black
blobs, while a group of girls
play house and cook supper.
One boy slips colored
wooden rings on a stake.
Another colors intently.
THEY ARE FULL of
questions for Smith, which he
patiently answers He asks a
lot of questions of his own.
"What makes you happy.
.Can you touch your nose
Who's not here yet?"
Questions like these keep the
children's minds alert and
inquisitive.
There are also liberal doses
of hugs and pats on the head
and smiles.

HE ENCOURAGES his
women co-workers to work
with the boys in "masculine"
areas, just as he works with
the little girls in such
"feminine" areas as playing
with dolls
In his classroom, flexibility
is the rule. There is no
schedule and the only rules
It's play, but it's learning
concern aggressive behavior
or mistreatment of property. "Too many parents think if
Children are able to accept or the kids are playing they
aren't learning, but they are
reject events introduced.
On a typical day, the M this age. playing is
classroom is a busy place. learning." Smith said

TB test needed to collect pay
declared that all persons
working in areas where foods
are dispensed or consumed
must take the test and the
results must be negative.
McKay said he didn't know
why students have not had the
test made He said a possible
reason might be that the
The test is necessary before Health Center is charging
students can receive their students 50 cents to
administer the test.
Nov. 5 checks. McKay added
• However students will not
The Board of Health has have to pav the charge
About one-half to one-third
of students working in food
services areas have not yet
taken
the
required
tuberculosis lest, according to
Robert E McKay, director of
student employment

anymore, according to possible because Food
McKay, and students who Services decided to absorb the
have already taken ths test cost of having the tuberculin
will receive a refund. The SO tests administered in order to
cents will be credited to their encourage all students
account in the Bursar's working in food service areas
Office, except for those to have the test run.
students working in the Union,
McKay said students have
which will repay them this week and next to have the
directly.
test done. Any students
working in food service areas
who have not taken the test
The refund was made will have their Nov. 5th pay

Bride seeks Moscow reunion
MOSCOW iAPI- Deborah
Brackman Kremniev. who
lost her fight to remain in the
Soviet Union with her Russian
husband in August, returned
to Moscow yesterday but the
newlyweds haven't been
reunited
"I don't know where my
husband is and I haven't heard
from him." Ms Kremniev
said. I was coming here he
probably would come to
Moscow.'" said the 22-year
old Barnard College student

from Great Neck. NY.
She met Valery Kremniev
in the summer of 1970 in
Leningrad while she was an
exchange student and
returned to Russia last
summer. They were married
Aug 17, but Ms. Kremniev
was forced to leave 10 days
later.
The Soviet agency
responsible for issuing visas
ruled she could not obtain a
resident's visa because there
were no apartments available

Industrial Ed. gets
plane for research
An Army helicopter with an
Air Force fighter plane
suspended from it landed at
the Bowling Green airport on
Oct. 16. Thai's right
The plane, an F-84 E which
belonged to the Air National
Guard at Toledo, is now the
property of the University's
industrial
education
department The plane was
originally worth over $2
million and is among the
styles being phased out by the
Air Force

the plane did not cost the
department anything, but
estimated the plane's
equipment is worth in excess
of 120.000
"We're going to study the
systems in it. Through studies
of the systems our students
will pick up knowledge of a
whole variety of industrial
processes." explained Dr.
Streichler

He added that if the plane
serves its intended purpose,
Dr. Jerry Streichler. the department will try to get
chairman of the department another one from the Air
of industrial education, said Force.

8-TRACK TAPES

$3.50 ?3/$10.00

in Leningrad for the
newlyweds.
Ms. Kremniev said she had
returned on a visa good for a
week, "but I'm going to
extend it But I don't really
know anything until I find my
husband."
She said if he doesn't show
up in Moscow in the next
couple of days she will got to
Leningrad and try to find him
there. She said she last talked
to him by telephone Oct. 11.

She said her telephone calls
went to the Leningrad post
office which then informed
Kremniev when he should
come to the post office to
receive the call. She did not
have another telephone
number where she could reach
him.

Kremniev. Z2, was expelled
from a Leningrad medical
school after their marriage
and told he had until Dec.2 to
report for induction into the
"I've been trying to call him Soviet army.
for the last two weeks, but I
Ms. Kremniev said she
haven't been able to reach
him." she said. "I got the hoped he would not have to
feeling everything was okay, enter the army and would be
but you don't know."
readmitted to medical school

check with held, according to
McKay Checks will be
released only to students who
have taken the test or have
been declared ineligible to
work in food service areas.
McKay said this could mean
that students who refuse to
take the test could lose their
jobs since the Board of Health
has declared the test
mandatory.
The test is not painful
according to the director of
student employment. A slight
scratch on the arm and a 48
hour wait for the results is all
that is necessary.
They hardly feel it,"
McKay said'
"What I'm
trying to get across to them
is lo get in and get the test
taken so they can continue to
work."

Now, blow!

Busing appeal rejected
WASHINGTON (API - A Virginia cannot upgrade a
unanimous Supreme Court two-year predominantly white
declined yesterday to review a college into a four-year school
massive busing plan for because it would interfere
schools in Pontiac. Mich . with the racial integration of
scene of bombings last the nearby black college
In the Pontiac case, U.S.
summer
At the same time, the court
turned down an appeal
challenging a desegregation
plan for schools in Forsyth
County. N.C.
Pontiac school officials had
contended in their appeal that
whatever segregation exists
in the blue-collar community
is a result of housing patterns.

Call Mike: 352-7929

CONGRATULATIONS
LEE,
SOPHOMORE
HOMECOMING
ATTENDANT
k««>

In the bond,
YOUR ALPHA CHI SISTERS

Dist. Judge Dameon J. Keith
of Detroit has ruled that
school officials intentionally
promoted segregation by the
way they located new schools
and araanged school-district
boundaries.

THE CLUSTI
COLLEGE

THE
FORSYTH
OFFICIALS, meanwhile, had
complained that their schools
were subjected to wrongful
racial balancing
The court made no
comment on either of these
claims. The flat rejection of
the appeals indicates that they
may hold no weight with the
justices at this point.
In other actions, the court
rejected unanimously an
effort to convert an
abandoned public-school
building in Brighton, Ala., into
a private all-white school and
ruled unanimously that

Integrated Humanities
iJI
Program
Live and learn in
Prout Ha

KA
A XAI
"
Men
and
Women
Participants
Fifteen hours credit
Fulfills group Requirements
Faculty: Art ■ Virginia Magada
English - Richard Carpenter
History - Michael Moor*
Music - Oliver Chamberlain
Donald Wilton
Philosophy - Robert Goodwin:
Speech - James Panowski

8th ANNIVERSARY SALE
4 DAYS

4 DAYS

The brothers of

PHI KAPPA TAU
welcome
JIM
MIL0
LARRY
JACK

FRED

CAMPUS MALE!
SPORTS COATS - SAVE 20 TO 50%

scon

DRESS SLACKS - 20% OFF

info brotherhood

Jeans and Casual Slax -

LIFE TIME GUARANTEE

New Releases & Old
Less than 1 week del.

Helping four-year-old Margaret WoddU blow her nose is just
one chore for nursery school teacher Chuck Smith.

(INCLUDES SOME KNITS)

NOW

4.99

ENTIRE STOCK REDUCED

HAPPY HOUR

Shirts -

SOLIDS - PRINTS - PATTERNS - STRIPES

Mon. thru Fri. 5-7
UVE ENTERTAINMENT - DANCING
Tuts, thru Sot. 8-1 A.M.

BANQUET FACILITIES
AND PARTY ROOMS
AVAILABLE
<fy

RESERVATIONS

SAVE 20% FOR 3 DAYS ONLY

QWr.CC

briUbb

ENT,RE

!0%

Outerwear

STOCK REDUCED - SAVE NOW

T0 50%.

THIS WEEKEND ONLY

NOW 20 TO 50% OFF
(INCLUDED ARE LEATHER AND SUEDE)

352 5211

OP BOWLING GREEN
1550 WOOSTEK STREET

BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 43402

CJe Ben

(ACROSS FROM
HARSHMAN)
B

•age I/The M N»w.. QcMaer 27,1*71

Boy, has Pat Haley got problems

'We're little, slow, can't shoot'
By Jack Carle
Sports Editor

ui

I

me

You think you've got
problems, consider the plight
of the new Bowling Green
basketball coach, Pat Haley.
Haley got the job after last
season and went out and
recruited what looks like , on
paper, one of the top 25
freshman teams in the nation
But the freshmen can't play
the tough varsity schedule this
year and Haley has to make do
with the players left from last
year's team.
At a pre-season press
conference Monday evening
Haley was asked to make one
flat statement about this
year's team. After a long
minute of silence, Haley said,
"We're little, slow and can't
shoot very well. Truthfully,
that's the way it is."
"But our problems will last

If head coach Pal Holey looki like h«'i
wondering "why me," you can hardly
Warn* him. Tho firtt yoar monlor
odmilt he's get vory lilllo •o look
forward to lhi» season.

only a season and a half," Haley said. "There is no
continued Haley, indicating pressure on 'them (the
that things will improve next players); they know their
season after this year's shortcomings. But there is a
freshmen have had a half- lot
of
hustle
and
season of varsity competition togetherness.''
to mature.
One of the shortcomings the
Falcons have this season is
BITT DONT THINK the just that; they are short. With
Falcons won't show up for a no player over 6'S" and the
game. "We're the smallest team's center only 8'4", BG
team in major college will have problems staying
basketball,' and underdog with other teams under the
everytime we go out onto the boards.
floor," added Haley.
That makes the situation of HALEY INDICATED that the
the Bowling Green Falcons sire of the forwards (6'5">
this year much like the New will be enough to stay with
York Mets of the 1960s. The most other teams' forwards,
Mets may not have been the and the two guards, Jeff
best team around but every Lessig (6'3"l and Al Russ
time they went out on the (510" l, have adequate size.
diamond you could expect a
The 6'4" center, Jeff
game from them.
Booms, will be going outside a
"All you can do is the best lot according to Haley, trying
you can do. We will still have to draw the opposing team's
to play with what we have," big man away from the boards

so the Falcons forwards can

During the first week of
practice Badenhop had some
basket
personal problems but is now
The three returning back practicing with the
forwards battling for starting team.
spot are all 6'5". Dalynn
The only other returning
Badenhop, Le Henson and letterman is guard Tom
Tom Scott. Badenhop can also Babik Babik saw little action
play center and guard for the last season but was chosen a
Falcons.
co-captain for this season.
Badenhop was the leading
A 6'6" center prospect, Tim
scorer returning from last Perrine. regained eligibility
year, when as a part lime as a junior but sustained a
starter he averaged 8 9 points knee injury last week and was
a game
operated on Monday.
Haley said that each team
There are five sophomores
must send one picture of a
player to the nation college on the team, four of whom
basketball magazine and played on last year's
Badenhop's picture was the freshman squad. Jack
Wissman. the top freshman
one that was sent.
"He is one of the best two scorer with a 17.2 average and
shooters on the team," Bob Hotaling. the second
commented Haley. If past leading scorer with 15 points,
performances are any are the top prospects. Other
indication, Badenhop will be a sophomores from last year
are Jim Kindle and Brian
starter this
work one on one under the

Surprising booters test tough

The Bowling Green soccer
team, currently ranked fourth
in Ohio and riding a four game
win streak carries its
momentum to East Lansing.
Mich, today for a 3:30 p.m.
battle against Michigan State.
The Falcons (5-1) ranked
behind Ohio University, Akron
and Cleveland Slate are
coming off a big 2-1 victory
over Wooster last Wednesday.
Warren Heede's goal with
three seconds left in the game
gave the Falcons the win.
"It was a good win at
Wooster," commented coach
Mickey Cochrane. 'It was a
very good game and everyone
played well."
BUT THE major thing on
Cochrane's mind and those of
the Falcon soccer squad is the
battle this afternoon at
Michigan State.
"This will definitely be a big
game for us," Cochrane
stated. "We could very well
get ranked nationally if we
can beat Michigan State."
The Spartans bring a 7-1
mark into today's battle with
their latest win being a big 4-3

IM notes
Craig Harms of Complon
Hall captured the 1971 AllCampus Cross Country title
last week as he established a
new course record of 8.16 A
teammate from Compton.
Jamie Haycox, finished
second
COMPTON HALL won the
residence hall championship
totaling 14 points Rodgers
finished in the runnerup spot
with 92 Delta Tau Delta
copped the fraternity division
with 56 points to edge Sigma
Chi who totaled 68 Seventyseven runners completed the
1.5-mile course held under
ideal weather conditions.
Entries for the two-man
volleyball, badminton and
wrestling tournaments will be
available Thursday from
fraternity and resident hall
athletic chairmen. Entries
are also available at 201
Memorial Hall.

Dujon is very fast and very
quick. An excellent passer and
shooter, Dujon has seven
goals on the season thus far.
Other threats include Jim
Murray and Roger Mayher.
"They are indeed a very
good, fast team," Cochrane
commented. "However, they
only run in spots. If we can get
then running with us
throughout the game and wear
some of their top players out,
we stand a good chance of
winning.

victory over Ohio University,
the top ranked team in Ohio.
Other MSU wins have been
over Wooster, Michigan,
Western Michigan, Spring
Arbor, Wisconsin. Parkside
and Cincinnati The only loss
was a 1-0 squeaker to
Wisconsin-Green Bay.
MICHIGAN STATE has not
recorded many goals this
season, averaging about two
per game, but have not
surrendered many either as
the defensive play of bactts
Steve Twellman and Roger1
Goodison
has
been
tremendous
Offensively Eric Dujon
spearheads the Spartan
scoring attack
Converted
from goalie to the front line.

"THIS IS indeed a very big
game for us," Cochrane
stated "Michigan State is
perhaps the second best team
we play all season, the best
being Akron. They are
definitely in Akron's class.

Women's sports
Vollyball results Sweat and Bruises over
Spikers. 15-8, 15-6. West II
Here are the results of the over Yuk, 15-3, 10-8
girls' intramural volleyball
league played Monday. Final Field stickers
round of games is scheduled visit OWU
for today
The Bowling Green girls
Western
100s over field hockey team will travel
McDonald's Farm. 15-1,15-0. to Ohio Wesleyan today for a
Mooney Monsters over 3:30 p.m. match with the
Spikers, 10-7,15-0 Odd Squad Battling Bishops.
over Cellar Girls. 14-3.11-9
The A team is looking for its
FOUNDERS 4th over
Wanda Ward. 15-5,15-4. Second first victory after one loss
while the B team will try to
North over 5th Floor Harmon. follow up a 2-1 victory over
15-4.13-4. Our Gang over
Hillsdale College last week
I'appy Harmons 15-5.15-5.
The Batch over Treadway Swimmers splash
Teddy Bears, 13-3, 9-2 Ashley
past Miami
Arrows over Iddy Biddies. 150. 11-9 Volley Dollies over
Bowling Green's girl
Ashley Arrows 15-9, 10-5.
swimmers defeated Miami
Kappa Delta over Kreischer University Saturday by a 78-25
Spikers. 11-9. 11-9. Fallow count.
Flirts over BBBs. 14-1. 15-4
BG took firsts in the
Harmon Hustlers over HCRs. medley. 200 yard free style, 50
11-8.15-2.
yard breast and 50 yard
Amazing 8s over Chapman butterfly. BG also copped a
Chatters, 12-10, 15-3 Blood. first in diving.

Something New

DJ

Sport Cyc lery

115 W. MERRY

However, last year we played
poorly against Akron but dtt

exceptionally well against
Michigan State. I hope that we
can do the same this year."
Last season, Bowling Greaa
gave Michigan State all they
could handle before falling 4-1
in overtime.
The Falcons are in pretty
good shape for today's battle
as everyone came out of taw
Wooster battle in food
condition. The only injuries
are to Joe Costa's ankle aad
John Essig's wrist. Costa
should be ready to go this
afternoon.
The starting lineup for the
Falcons will be the same as IB
previous encounters with Rick
Cotton, Costa, Warren Heede
and Chris Bartels up front;
Don Cable, Dave Dymintkl
and Ivan Madar playing the
center; Howie Siegal, Bob
Gofus and Bud Lewis the back
positions: and Bill Heyne in
goal.

*
*
*
*
*
*
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trie SeMen (left) ef Bowling Green tries
to get a foot into the action against
Western Michigan earlier in the season.

A BIG THANKS TO THE BROTHERS OF

KAPPA SIGMA
and
BETA THETA PI
FOR YOUR HELP ON THE HOMECOMING DECORATION.
Thai Grand Trophy it lookin mighty good!

ALPHA CHI

3521712

EVERYDAY

BATTERIES
"MALIORY" FLASHLIGHT

BATTERY
"C" or "0" SIZE

Reg.25c

STADIUM PLAZA
SHOPPING CENTER
1616 f. WOOSItt ST.

4:59c 0 352-7248
KODAK

FLASHLIGHT
HOLDS TWO C BATTERIES
CHROME CASE

COLOR
MOVIE FILM
SUPER 8 CARTRUGE

Reg. 1.09

C

lake your date
to a w6dd^famous
ttstaurant

49o
PAPER
PLATES
pack of 100

$1.99
K0DA
COLOR FILM
CARTRI0GE
CXI 26-12 EXPOSURES

89c

"-

lateral

OR PRESERVATIVES

*VMUTB>
WHEAT
•WWIEWMAT
•WMTl

MC

U-

1080 South Main
North of Gypey Lane
Bowling Green, Ohio

ICE CREAM

43c

VELVET SUPER DIP

FOAM
CUPS

490

Fi

IT. VERNON ACADEMY
NO BLEACHES. COMITIONERS
•0A1MUI
•S0Y»
• RYI
•BUITill

Egg

9157

HOME STYLE BREAD
v;\
SPECIAL

Free Delivery In
Our Portable Ovens

3.2 61M

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

••••••••••••••••••••*

HALLOWEEN TREAT
OCT. 28

Ipm-lamMhr
*:» p ■. 2 am FrL • Set

DISCOUNT PRICES

Reg. 79c
'Giaaeta
Daesew Vegan
Vanity ef
Hears
'Cheeses

Wo Use Fresh Dough

THE NEW GRAY WAY

9" SIZE

Import Specialists

3

The Falcons also play
Cincinnati
and
St.
Bonaventure and will see
action in the Detroit Motor
City Tourney the first month
of the season.

Toledo and Kent have two of
the finest individuals in the
league Tom Kozelko at TU
and Rubaii Vance at Kent will
help both teams win some
games.
"Bowling Green will finish
somewhere between first and
sixth unless Eastern and
Central Michigan count in the
standings,"
commented
Haley.
But Haley added. We will
be an exciting team to
watch." You can find out how
exciting on Nov. 22 when the
annual
freshman-varsity
fame is played.

••••••••••••••••••••••
*
*
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YOU WOULD THINK that
Haley has enough problems
with just the lack of speed,
size and shooting ability, but
the Falcons also play one of
the toughest schedules in BG
basketball history.
Four of the top teams in the
midwest, outside the Big Ten,
are on the schedule. BG opens
on the road against Dayton on
Dec 1 and then plays at
Marquette Dec. 4. Other top
teams are Notre Dame and
Miami.

The
Mid-American
Conference race according to
Haley should be decided
between Miami, Ohio and
Western Michigan. Miami has
the edge because of last
season and they also had a
very fine freshman team
Western Michigan has lost
their fine center, Earl
Jenkins.

Michigan State Spartans today
By Joe Bun-hick
Sports Writer

Scan Ian
Another sophomore is
service veteran Al Phillips
Phillips has not played
basketball since his freshman
year in high school but has the
size <6'5") to help out the
Falcons on the boards.

pack of SO

9 oi SIZE
Reg. 79c

39c

HIM.
Reg. 79c

GILLETTE
DRY LOOK
40Z SPRAY

Reg. 77c

59c

